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ON POWER-BOUNDED OPERATORS

AND THE POINTWISE ERGODIC PROPERTY1

MOSHE FEDER

Abstract. We construct a power-bounded isomorphism T: Lp —» L,, for 1 <p <

2, such that ln'l1,"Zo T'f¥.0 *s not a-e- convergent. 7"1 is also power-bounded.

1. Introduction, definitions and notations. We will say that an operator T:

Lp(Jl, ©, n) ->• Lpi®, 9>, n) has the pointwise ergodic property (p.e.p.) if for every

/ G Zj,(Q, <S, p), [n~l~2lZ¿ T/](r) is a.e. convergent in 0. It is known that T has the

p.e.p. in the following cases: for 1 <p < oo, p i= 2 and T an isometry (for an

invertible isometry, A. Ionescu-Tulcea [7] and for a general isometry, R. V. Chacon

and S. A. McGrath [6]), for 1 <p < oo and T a positive contraction (M. A.

Akcoglu [1]), and for 1 < p < oo and T an isomorphism such that T and T~x are

both power-bounded and positive (A. de la Torre [12]). D. L. Burkholder [5]

constructed a contraction T: L\ —* L^ failing to have the p.e.p. Akcoglu and

Sucheston [3] remarked that T can be geometrically dilated to an isometry on an Lj

space that fails to have the p.e.p.

In this paper we construct for each 1 <p < 2 an isomorphism Tp: Lp^Lp

failing to have the p.e.p. so that Tp and T~ both are power-bounded. Moreover, Tp

is the "same" operator for all p G (1, 2], i.e. if p < r < 2 then Tp(Lr) c Lr and

Tpl^ = Tr. In a remark following the construction we outline a modification of the

construction so that we have, in addition, [n_l2"~¿ Tp] (t) a.e. divergent in [0, 1],

for some/ G Lp.

An "operator" in this paper is always bounded and linear. Let X be a Banach

space. If an operator P: X -» X is idempotent (P2 = P) then P is said to be a

projection and P(X) is said to be complemented in X. I: X -» X denotes the

identity. If A is a subset of X then conv A denotes the closed convex hull of A and

[A] its closed linear span. Lp is Lp(0, 1) and the norm of/ G Lp will be denoted by

\\f\\p whenever ||/|| is ambiguous. / G Lp will be treated as a function (defined

a.e.)./|Ä is the restriction of/ to B. Unless otherwise stated, the scalar field may be

the real or complex one. The Hilbert space l2 will be denoted sometimes by /* or /2C

to distinguish between the real and complex cases. The unit vector basis {e,} in l2 is

defined by e, = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0 . . . ), the 1 in the z'th slot. A sequence {x¡} c X is

equivalent to the unit vector basis of l2 if there is an isomorphism of l2 and [x¡]
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carrying e¡ to x¡ for each i. If a is an element of an algebra and n is a positive

integer then we put An{a) = /i-1S"~,j a'. An operator T: X —> X is power-bounded

ifsupj|r"||<oo.

It will be convenient to work in Lp(0, 2) rather than in Lp (= /^(O, 1)). When

functions /, g G Lp are given we denote by h = </; g> the function A G /^(O, 2)

defined by h{t)_=J{t) for r G [0, 1] and h(f) = g(f - 1) for t G (1, 2]. We also put

(/ g) = /o/(')g(') *■

2. Power-bounded operators. M. A. Akcoglu [2] modified an idea of D. L.

Burkholder [5] to obtain the following.

Lemma 1. Let l2 be the complex Hilbert space, and for each n let R„: if —* l2 be

the orthogonal projection onto [en + 1, en+2, . . . ]. Let {e„} be a sequence of positive

real numbers. Then there exists a surjective isometry S: l2 —» l2 and there is a

sequence 0 < nt < n2 < ■ ■ ■   of integers so that \\A  (S) — Rk\\ < ekfor every k.

Corollary 1. Let l2 be the real Hilbert space, R„: l2 -» l2 defined similarly and

{e„} as in Lemma 1. Then there is a surjective isometry SR: l2 —> l2 and there is a

sequence 0 < «, < n2 ■ ■ ■   of integers so that \\A  (SR) — R2k\\ < £kfor every k.

Proof. Let A: l2^>l2 be the real-linear map sending (x„ x2, . . . ) to

(Re x„ Im x„ Re x2, Im x2, . . . ). Now put SR = ASA'*, the S from Lemma 1.

Remark 1. Lemma 1 can be generalized so that it remains true for a Banach

space X with a basis {xA: Let Pn: X—* X be given by P„(2 a¡x¡) = 21<n a¡xt,

P0 = 0 and let {en} be as in the lemma. Then

(a) There exist a power-bounded isomorphism T: X —> X and a sequence

0 < n, < «2 < • • •  of integers so that \\A^iT) - (I - Pk)\\ < ek for every k.

(b) If the basis [xn] is unconditional and the scalar field the complex numbers,

we can make T and T~l both power-bounded.

Sketch of the Proof. If {A,,} is a decreasing (increasing) sequence in [0, 1] and

T: X -^ X is given by T(2 a,*,) = 2 A,a,oc,, then T G conv{P„: n - 0, 1,... }

(respectively, T G conv{7 — P„: n = 0, 1, . .. }). Since the basis constant K =

sup11Pn11 is always finite, T is a well-defined operator and for every n, || T""!) < K

(respectively, ||r"|| < K + 1). Now construct monotone sequences 0 < X, < X2

< • • • < 1 and 0 < «j < «j < • • • inductively, in a similar way to Akcoglu's

construction. Note that if, for a given7, ^„(A,) < S for /' < j and An(\) > 1 — S for

i >j + 1 thenA„(T) - (I - Pf) is in the set

8 • conv{P0, . . ., Pj) + 8 ■ conv{7 - P¡: i >j)

and thus of norm less than (2ÄT + 1)0.

Part (b) is proved in the same way as Akcoglu's lemma (with the \'s complex,

IM = O-
Lemma 2. Let An: Lp^ Lp be a sequence of operators with 2||^4n|| < 00. Then for

every f G Lp the series 2(y4„/)(r) converges a.e. in [0, 1].

Proof. Follows easily from

S f\(AJ)(t)f dt = 2 \\AJ\\P < |l/f 2 |M„f < 00.
•'o
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3. Construction of the operator. Let {rn(t)} be the Rademacher functions on [0, 1]

defined by rn(t) = sign sin 2Vr (n = 0, 1, . . . ) where sign 0 = 1. The Rademacher

functions span a complemented subspace of Lp for every 1 <p < oo, and the

sequence {/•„} G Lp is equivalent to the unit vector basis of l2 for every 1 < p <

oo ; i.e. there are positive constants Ap and Bp so that for every {a„} G l2,

^(S|«/),/2<|2vi<^(2KI2)1/2

(Khinchin's inequality), and the map V: Lp -h> Lp, defined by Vf = 2(/, rn)rn where

(/> O = foÄOfniO dt, is a (bounded) projection when 1 <p < oo (see A. Peiczyñ-

ski [11], Proposition 5). D. Menchoff [10] constructed an orthonormal sequence

{g„} in L2 and a sequence of real numbers {c„} G /2 so that 2 c„g„(t) is a.e.

divergent in [0, 1]. Define {p„} and {v„} in Lp(0, 2) by p„ = <r„; 0>, v2„_, =

<0; g„> and ^ = 0. Let [an] G /2- Then for/» G (1, 2],

4,(2kl2)1/2 < 12 vJL < II2 ««(ft. + >OL

<|2«npl+|2^4

<||2 anrn\\2+\\^ a2n_lgn\\2<2(^\an\2)l/2.

Thus ite, = p¡ + y i defines an isomorphism B: l2—>[pn + y„]. Let R: Lp(0, 2) —» Lp

be the restriction map Rf = /|[0 ,j and let A: [rn] —> Lp(0, 2) be given by A(rn) = pn

+ v„. A is an isomorphism (into). We put U = A VR. For every n,

U(p„ + y„) = AVR{pn + yn) = AV{rn) = ^(rn) = p„ + v„.

Therefore U is a projection of Lp(0, 2) onto [p„ + yn]. For a.e. í G [1, 2] the series

2 c„(p2„_, + v2„_,)(/) = 2 cng„(t - 1) is divergent. Denote

/=2c>2n-. + v2„-1)GL/,(0,2).

By Lemma 1 and Corollary 2, there is an isometry S: l2^*l2 and a sequence

0 < /j, < n2 < ■ ■ ■ of integers so that 2p^(5) - R^W < oo. Now put T =

BSB~XU + I — U. T is an isomorphism of Lp(0, 2), 7 and T"1 both are power-

bounded, and [An(T)f](t) is a.e. divergent in [1, 2]:

[BR2kB-'Uf]{t) =    f    cXp^-. + v^XO
i = *:-t-l

for every / and

2 KW - (BR^B-'U +1- (7)| < oo.

Since (/ — t/)/ = 0, we have the result using Lemma 2.

Remark 2. A technically more involved construction gives, for 1 <p < 2, an

isomorphism T: 1^,(0, 2) -> 1^,(0, 2) having, in addition, the property that

[An(T)f](t) is divergent a.e. in [0, 2].

Sketch of the Construction. Since/» > 1, the Haar system {<£,} is an uncondi-

tional basis of Lp (see, e.g., [9]). A simple modification of Kaczmarz' version [8] of

MenchofFs construction gives an orthonormal sequence {g,} in L2 and a sequence

{c,} G l2 with 2 c,g,(0 a.e. divergent in [0, 1] such that there are sequences of
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integers 0 < &, < k2 < ■ ■ ■ and 0 < w, < w2 < • • • satisfying for every i, g, G

fóta+i. ■■■> <t>kj and r^ G [</>*2í+l+1, .... «fc^J. Now define a sequence {>>,.} in

^(0,2) by

-V4/-3 =  <rm2i_,; &>,     ^4,-2 = (rm2A, 0>,

/4,-t = <&•; ^2,_,>> r* = <°; rm2)-

Let {a,.} G /2. Since 1 <p < 2,

I 2 «V/|| > I 2 «Wlca.nl > *»| 2 («41-3^., + ö4i-2^)|

> KpAp[^([arAi^f+[as4i_x]2)Y2

where Kp is the unconditional constant of the Haar basis. Similarly,

IS^I^^JSO^-tP + KI2)]172-

Thus

It is easy to see that ||2 ay,|| < 21/p(2|a,|2)1/2. Thus, (y¡) is equivalent to the unit

vector basis of l2. Now define Ry Lp(0, 2) -> Lp (J = 1, 2) by Rxf = /|[0 l} and

[RzñiO = fit + 1) for t G [0, 1]. Define Ay. [r^] -> [y,] (J = 1, 2) by

i r">2, -1= y*t - j'  ^ i r»>2i= ^"»i - 2>

^2rm2,_l =>,4»-l>       ^a'wii '*" y*i'

Let F be the projection in Lp defined by Vf = 2(/, r^r^. The map P: Lp(0, 2) -»

L/0, 2), P = Ax VRl + A2VR2 is a projection onto [>>,] (note that Vg, = 0 for all /').

Put/ = 2 c((74,_3 + ^4,-1); then 2 c(Cy4,_3 + _y4,_i)(0 is a.e. divergent in [0, 2] (to

see this note that 2 c¡rm (r) is a.e. convergent in [0, l]-cf. [4]). The end of the

construction is similar to the preceding one.

Remark 3. The Haar basis {<f>,} has the following property: if 2 a¡<¡>¡ G Lp then

2 a,</),(í) converges a.e. in [0, 1] (see [4]). Using a similar idea to the one used in our

construction we can construct an unconditional basis {*,} of L and a function

/ = 2 otfXj G Lp with 2 a,oc,(0 a.e. divergent in [0, 1]. Again, for reasons of con-

venience we consider Lp(0, 2) instead of Lp. Using Pelczyñski's decomposition

method ([11]; see also [9]), it is easy to see that if P is as in Remark 2 then

(/ — P)Lp(0, 2) is isomorphic to lp and thus has an unconditional basis {z,}. Now

define x2i_x = y¡, x2i = z, and/as in Remark 2.
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